
No deposit bonus 

 The maximum winning that will be paid out resulting from a no deposit bonus that you 

got for free, without any deposit being required will be $100. 
 Players who have no deposits and earn free cash by no deposit bonus must generate 40% 

of the rake of their total free winnings to be able to withdraw. Once they deposit, all the 
future winnings will be withdrawable with no conditions. Ex. player won $100 for free, 
he must generate a $40 rake to be able to withdraw the cash. 

 For no deposit withdrawals we reserve the right to request a KYC (Know Your 
Customer), the following documents may be needed for verification: One government 

approved identity card (ID card, passports, and driver’s license) with a picture, as well as 
proof of residency such as utility bill ( which has been issued in the past 90 days). 

 Players with disposable email addresses are not eligible for any free spins without a 

deposit. If a player despite this receives no deposit, all winning will be confiscated. 
 Only one bonus per person, per IP address, and/or per device is permitted. 

 Chipstars reserves the right to modify or suspend the promotion at any time. 
 General Bonus Terms & Conditions apply. 

 

First deposit bonus 

 Only a player’s first deposit will count toward their Welcome Bonus amount. 
 This promotion requires you to make a minimum deposit of $10 up to $1000 for a chance 

to receive a bonus amount in relation to your deposit. 

 To qualify for the reward, players must: 1) Make an eligible deposit 2) Play on any real 
money table on the site within 90 days (ninety) after making the eligible deposit. 

 You will earn 5 rewards (Shark) points for every 1€ you earn in rake. Every time you 
reach 150 Reward (Shark) points we’ll crest your Chipstars Account with $10 cash. 

 The maximum bonus that you can get is $1000. 

 The number of Shark points can be seen in Cashier -> Status 
 Only one bonus per person, per IP address, and/or per device is permitted. 

 Chipstars reserves the right to modify or suspend the promotion at any time. 
 General Bonus Terms & Conditions apply. 

 

Reload bonus 

 This bonus is only available for players that already made a deposit 
 This promotion requires you to make a minimum deposit of $10 up to $1000 for a chance 

to receive a bonus amount in relation to your deposit. 
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 To qualify for the reward, players must: 1) Make an eligible deposit 2) Play on any real 
money table on the site within 90 days (ninety) after making the eligible deposit. 

 You will earn 5 rewards (Shark) points for every 1€ you earn in rake. Every time you 
reach 150 Reward (Shark) points we’ll crest your Chipstars Account with $10 cash. 

 The maximum bonus that you can get is $500. 
 The number of Shark points can be seen in Cashier -> Status 
 Only one bonus per person, per IP address, and/or per device is permitted. 

 Chipstars reserves the right to modify or suspend the promotion at any time. 
 General Bonus Terms & Conditions apply. 
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